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a b s t r a c t 
This paper studies the use of product-based possibilistic networks for representing preferences in 
multidimensional decision problems. This approach uses symbolic possibility weights and defines a partial 
preference order among solutions to a set of conditional preference statements on the domains of discrete 
decision variables. In the case of Boolean decision variables, this partial ordering is shown to be consistent with 
the preference ordering induced by the ceteris paribus assumption adopted in CP-nets. Namely, by completng the 
possibilistic net ordering with suitable constraints between products of symbolic weights, all CP-net preferences 
can be recovered. Computing procedures for comparing solutions are provided. The flexibility and 
representational power of the approach is stressed. 
1. Introduction
Modeling preferences is essential in any decision analysis task. However, getting these preferences becomes non trivial as
soon as alternatives are described by a Cartesian product of multiple features. Indeed, the direct assessment of a preference
relation between these alternatives is usually not feasible due to its combinatorial nature. Fortunately, the decision maker
can express contextual preferences that exhibit some independence relations, which allows us to represent her/his prefer- 
ences in a compact manner. Moreover, graphical representations facilitate preference elicitation, as well as the construction
of an ordering from these contextual local preferences. This use of graphical preference representations has been inspired
by the success of Bayesian networks as a computationally tractable uncertainty management device [1] .
The use of possibilistic networks for representing conditional preference statements on discrete variables has been pro- 
posed only recently. The approach uses non-instantiated possibility weights to define conditional preference tables. More- 
over, additional information about the relative strengths of these symbolic weights can be taken into account. The fact that
at best we have some information about the relative values of these weights acknowledges the qualitative nature of prefer- 
ence specification. These conditional preference tables give birth to vectors of symbolic weights that reflect the preferences
that are satisfied and those that are violated in a considered situation. The comparison of such vectors may rely on different
orderings: the ones induced by the product-based, or the minimum-based chain rule underlying the possibilistic network.
A thorough study of the relations between these orderings in presence of vector components that are symbolic rather than
numerical is presented. In particular, we establish that the product-based ordering and the symmetric Pareto ordering co-
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incide in presence of constraints comparing pairs of symbolic weights. The paper highlights the merits of product-based
possibilistic networks for representing preferences, in which case they are called π-pref nets.
Possibilistic preference networks ( π-pref nets) belong to the family of methods for the modeling of preference and deci- 
sion that stem from the fuzzy set and possibility theory literature, variants of which are fuzzy Markovian decision processes
studied very early by Kacprzyk [2] . Just like CP-nets may be used for flexible querying [3] , it seems that π-pref nets might
also serve this purpose (following ideas in [4] ), a topic that has been also much investigated by Kacprzyk (e.g., [5] ).
In this paper, we also discuss existing relationships between π-pref nets and some preference models that are related to
them in some sense, namely, CP-nets [6] , CP-theories [7] , and OCF-nets [8] . Indeed, π-pref nets share the same preference
specification and graphical structure as CP-nets, CP-theories are a generalization of CP-nets, while OCF-nets are based on an
additive structure which parallels the one of π-pref nets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a symbolic graphical model for preferences based on possibility
theory and possibilistic networks. Section 3 compares various ways of ordering the solutions to a decision problem expressed
by a possibilistic preference network. Section 4 compares possibilistic preference networks with other qualitative graphical
representations of conditional preference, especially CP-nets.
This paper has its roots in a conference paper [9] and somewhat borrows from another conference paper on the com- 
parison between different orderings that can be defined between configurations [10] , and to a lesser extent from a third
conference paper providing a comparative overview of graphical preference structures [11] .
2. Introducing possibilistic preference networks
Possibilistic conditional preference networks, π-pref nets for short, are a novel model for representing preferences. They
are based on possibilistic networks [12,13] . The latter are a possibilistic counterpart of Bayesian networks [1] in the context
of possibility theory [14,15] , which offers a setting for preferences representation. We use a set of conditional preference
tables expressing preferences about the values of variables conditional to the values of other variables. Here we assume that
such conditional preferences are represented by conditional possibility distributions. Moreover, as it is difficult to directly
quantify preference, we shall assume that possibility weights remain symbolic (i.e., non-instantiated) and that we may add
appropriate preference constraints between such weights if they are available. In other words, π-pref nets, like CP-nets, are
intended to be a qualitative preference representation framework.
2.1. Conditional possibility and possibilistic networks
Before describing π-pref nets in detail, we recall basic notions of possibility theory that will be useful in the sequel.
Possibility theory relies on the notion of a possibility distribution π [15] , which is a mapping from a universe of discourse
Ä to the unit interval [0, 1], or to any bounded totally ordered scale. This possibilistic scale can be the unit interval when
possibility values are the result of a clear measurement procedure, or an ordinal scale when values only reflect a total
preorder between the different elements of Ä. We assume that the possibility distribution is such that π (ω) = 1 for some
element of Ä ( ∃ ω ∈ Ä such that π (ω) = 1 ). The possibility distribution π is then said to be normalized. When used to
represent uncertainty about some variable x taking values on Ä, the assignment π (ω) = 0 means that ω is fully impossible
as a value for x , while π (ω) = 1 means that ω is fully possible, i.e., non-surprising.
The occurrence of an event F ⊆Ä is then associated with the possibility measure 5(F ) = sup ω∈ F π (ω) estimating its
plausibility, and with the dual necessity measure N(F ) = 1 −5( ¯F ) = 1 − sup ω / ∈F π (ω) estimating its certainty. The degree
5( F ) evaluates to what extent F is consistent with the knowledge represented by π , while N ( F ) evaluates at what level F is
certainly implied by π . See [14] for an introduction to possibility theory.
Conditioning in possibility theory is defined from the Bayesian-like equation
5(F ∩ G ) = 5(F | G ) 5(G ) ,
where  is associative, monotonically increasing in the wide sense and 1 represents the identity element such that 1  α =
α. In this paper,  stands for the product in a quantitative setting (numerical), or for the minimum in a qualitative setting
(ordinal). Namely,
• if  is the product, we get a straightforward counterpart of conditional probability:
5(F | G ) =
5(F ∩ G )
5(G )
provided that 5(G ) > 0 ;
• if  is the minimum, we get a qualitative version of conditioning, that makes sense on a finite possibility scale:
5(F | G ) =
{
5(F ∩ G ) if 5(G ) > 5(F ∩ G ) ;
1 if 5(G ) = 5(F ∩ G ) > 0 .
The two definitions of possibilistic conditioning lead to two variants of possibilistic networks: in the numerical context,
we can express product-based networks, while in the qualitative context, we only have min-based networks (also known as
qualitative possibilistic networks) [12] .
Let V = { A 1 , . . . , A n } be a set of n variables. Each variable A i has a finite domain D A i whose elements are a i ∈ D A i . The
universe of discourse Ä = { ω 1 , . . . , ω | Ä| } is the Cartesian product D A 1 × · · · × D A n of domains of variables in V (so, | Ä| =
| D A 1 | × · · · × | D A n | , where | T | denotes the cardinality of a finite set T ). Each element ω ∈ Ä will be called a configuration. It
corresponds to a complete instantiation of the variables in V . A possibilistic network has a definition similar to the one of a
Bayesian network.
Definition 1 (Possibilistic networks) . [12,16] A possibilistic network over a set of variables V is characterized by two com- 
ponents:
(i) a graphical component which is a Directed Acyclic Graph G= ( V , E ) where V is a set of nodes representing variables and
E a set of directed edges A i → A j encoding conditional (in)dependencies between variables.
(ii) a valued component associating a local normalized conditional possibility distribution π ( A i | p ( A i )) to each variable A i ∈ V
in the context of each instantiation p ( A i ) of its parents P(A i ) = { A j : A j → A i ∈ E} .
We assume that π ( A i | p ( A i )) > 0 in order to avoid conditioning on a value of possibility 0. It also comes down to assuming
that all configurations are somewhat possible. This assumption will be innocuous in the modeling of preferences.
Given a possibilistic network, we can compute a joint possibility distribution using the following chain rule:
π (A 1 , . . . , A n ) = i =1 .n 5(A i | P(A i )) . (1)
When  is the product, and no configuration is impossible, the conditional tables can be retrieved from the joint pos- 
sibility distribution obtained by the chain rule, using the same ordering of variables as in the original network. However
this is no longer the case if  is the minimum, as some conditional possibility values may be lost when computing the
minimum in the chain rule.
Originally, possibilistic networks were meant to model uncertainty and to compute the impact of observations assigning
values to some variables so as to predict the values of other variables of the network. In this paper, we advocate their
interest in preference modeling rather than uncertainty management. Thus here π ( ω) should be understood as the level
of satisfaction when choosing configuration ω. For a set of configurations F , 5( F ) evaluates to what extent satisfying a
constraint modeled by F is satisfactory, and N ( F ) evaluates to what extent this constraint is imperative. As we shall see,
beyond their graphical appeal, conditional preference possibilistic networks provide a natural encoding of preferences. In the
following, we introduce the kind of preference information needed to construct π-pref nets. Then, we present the definition
of π-pref nets and explain their representational power.
2.2. Conditional preference statements
In qualitative preference models, users are supposed to express their preferences under the form of comparison state- 
ments between instantiations of a variable, conditioned by some other instantiated variables. For instance, in the particular
case of Boolean variables, we deal with preferences of the form: “a is preferred to ¬a ” if the preference is unconditional,
and for conditional statements, in the form “in the context where c is true, a is preferred to ¬a ”, where c corresponds to
the instantiation of (maybe several) other variables. More generally,
Definition 2. A preference statement ( A i , p ( A i ), º) is a preference relation between values a ik ∈ D A i of a variable A i , condi- 
tioned by the instantiation p ( A i ) of a set P(A i ) of other variables, in the form of a complete preorder º on D A i . Namely
∀ a ik , a im ∈ D A i , we have
i) either p ( A i ): a ik ≻a im , i.e., in the context p ( A i ), a ik is preferred to a im ,
ii) or p ( A i ): a ik ∼ a im , i.e., in the context p ( A i ), one is indifferent between a im and a ik ,
where ≻ is the strict part of º, and ∼ is the indifference part of º. If P(A i ) = ∅ , then the preference statement about A i is
unconditional .
Note that we do not allow incomplete preference local specifications in the form a ik ºa im . On each variable domain D A i ,
the user must choose between a ik ≻a im , a ik ≻a im and a ik ∼ a im . It comes down to rating each possible instantiation of the
variable A i (whose domain can be nominal) on a local totally ordered ordinal value scale, which is a usual assumption in
multicriteria decision making.
The running Example 1 , inspired from [6] , illustrates such preference statements.
Example 1. Consider a preference specification about an evening suit over three decision variables V = { J, P, S} standing for
jacket, pants and shirt respectively, with values in D J = { Red ( j r ) , Black ( j b ) } , D P = { W hite (p w ) , Black (p b ) } and D S =
{ Black (s b ) , Red (s r ) , W hite (s w ) } . The conditional preferences are given in Table 1 . Preference statements ( s 1 ) and ( s 2 ) are
unconditional. Note that the user is indifferent between the values of the color of the shirt if his jacket is black and his
pants are white (in the context j b p w ), which is not the case if he wears a red jacket and black pants. Indeed, he prefers red
shirt to a black one (in the context j r p b ).
Table 1 
Conditional preference specifi- 
cation of Example 1 . 
( s 1 ) j b ≻j r 
( s 2 ) p b ≻ p w
( s 3 ) j b p b : s b ≻ s r ≻ s w
( s 4 ) j b p w : s w ≻ s b ≻ s r
( s 5 ) j r p b : s r ≻ s b ≻ s w
( s 6 ) j r p w : s b ∼ s r ∼ s w
Fig. 1. A possibilistic preference network. 
2.3. Introducing π-pref nets
Representing the preference statements in a graphical way means that each node in the graph represents a decision
variable A i which is associated to a set of local conditional preference statements, conditional to the values of variables that
are its parent nodes in the graph. A (conditional) preference network can be defined as follows:
Definition 3. A preference network is a Directed Acyclic Network (DAG) ( E , V ) with nodes A i , A j ∈ V , s.t. each arc from
A j → A i ∈ E expresses that the preference about A i depends on A j . Each node A i is associated with a Conditional Preference
Table CPT i that associates preference statements ( A i , p ( A i ), º) between the values of A i , conditional to each possible instan- 
tiation p ( A i ) of the parents P(A i ) of A i (if any).
In a possibilistic preference network, for each particular instantiation p ( A i ) of P(A i ) , the preference order between the
values of A i stated by the user will be encoded by a local conditional possibility distribution expressed by means of symbolic
weights. By a symbolic weight, we mean a symbol representing a strictly positive real number in (0, 1] whose value is
unspecified. We rely on symbolic weights in the absence of available numerical values. More formally, we have:
Definition 4. (Conditional Preference Possibilistic network ( π-pref net)) A possibilistic preference network based on operation
 (  − π-pref net) 5G over a set V = { A 1 , . . . , A n } of decision variables is a preference network where each local prefer- 
ence relation at node A i is associated with a symbolic conditional possibility distribution ( π i -table for short), encoding the
ordering between the values of A i such that:
(i) If p(A i ) : a i ≺ a 
′
i then π (a i | p(A i )) = α, π (a 
′ 
i | p(A i )) = β where α and β are symbolic weights, and 0 < α< β ≤1;
(ii) If p(A i ) : a i ∼ a 
′ 
i then π (a i | p(A i )) = π (a 
′ 
i | p(A i )) = α > 0 where α is a symbolic weight such that α≤1;
(iii) For each instantiation p ( A i ) of P(A i ) , ∃ a i ∈ D A i such that π (a i | p(A i )) = 1 .
(iv) A symbolic degree of possibility is assigned to each configuration ω using the chain rule (1) based on .
Let C 0 be the set storing the constraints between the symbolic possibility weights pertaining to each preference statement
( A i , p ( A i ), º), encoding the complete preordering º. In addition to these preferences encoded by a π-pref net, additional con- 
straints can be taken into account. Such constraints, forming a set denoted by C 1 , may express that some weights pertaining
to one preference statement are equal to, or greater than, weights pertaining to another preference statement. Let C = C 0 ∪ C 1
be the set of all constraints. In case one needs to compare two weights α and β , one check if there is any relation between
them stored in C, or if one can infer it by transitivity from C; otherwise they are considered as incomparable .
Example 2. Consider the preference specification about an evening suit of Example 1 . Its corresponding π-pref net and the
conditional possibility weights are given by Fig. 1 . The graph is built based on Definition 3 . In fact, since P(J) = P(P ) = ∅
the two variables J and P are independent, while S depends on J and P since the preference statements associated to S
are conditioned by P(S) = { J, P } . The constraints between symbolic weights inherent from the preference specification are
represented by the set C 0 such that C 0 = { (δ1 > δ2 ) , (θ1 > θ2 ) , (λ1 > λ2 ) } .
Table 2 
Vectors associated to each configura- 
tion of Example 2 . 
configurations Symbolic vectors 
J P S 
j b p b s b (1, 1, 1) 
j b p b s r (1, 1, δ1 ) 
j b p b s w (1, 1, δ2 ) 
j b p w s b (1, β , θ1 ) 
j b p w s r (1, β , θ2 ) 
j b p w s w (1, β , 1) 
j r p b s b ( α, 1, λ1 ) 
j r p b s r ( α 1, 1) 
j r p b s w ( α, 1, λ2 ) 
j r p w s b ( α, β , 1) 
j r p w s r ( α, β , 1) 
j r p w s w ( α, β , 1) 
A set of conditional preference tables encoded as a π-pref net determines a partial order among configurations. Indeed,
each configuration has a satisfaction level encoded by a possibility degree computed by means of the possibilistic chain rule
(1) . This leads us to the following definition of the induced preference ordering on configurations.
Definition 5 (Preference ordering) . Consider a symbolic possibilistic preference network 5G and a set C of constraints be- 
tween the symbolic weights. Let ω and ω ′ be two configurations in Ä, and π5G ( ω) (resp. π5G ( ω 
′ )) be the symbolic pos- 
sibility degree of ω (resp. ω ′ ) computed by (1) . Then, configuration ω is weakly preferred to ω ′ , denoted by ω ºω ′ , iff
π5G ( ω) ≥π5G ( ω 
′ ).
In the definition, π5G ( ω) is a combination of symbolic weights using . So, π5G ( ω) ≥π5G ( ω 
′ ) (resp. π5G ( ω) > π5G ( ω 
′ ),
π5G (ω) = π5G (ω 
′ ) ) should be understood as follows: this inequality (resp. strict inequality, equality) holds whatever the
numerical instantiations of the weights involved in the possibility values, in agreement with constraints in C. This is re- 
spectively denoted by ω ºω ′ , ω ≻ω ′ and ω ∼ω ′ . When it is not possible to prove an inequality between π5G ( ω) and
π5G ( ω 
′ ), because it is possible to have strict inequalities in both directions by substituting distinct numerical values, we
interpret this situation in terms of incomparability as already said, and this is denoted by ω ±ω ′ .
Since we use symbolic weights, a definite preference between all configurations cannot be established (as long as we
do not instantiate all symbolic weights). Each configuration ω = a 1 . . . a n can also be associated with a vector (α1 , . . . , αn ) ,
where αi = π (a i | p(A i )) and p(A i ) = ω [ P(A i )] , where ω [ P(A i )] is the restriction of the configuration ω to the parents of A i .
For instance, vectors associated to the preference possibilistic network of Example 2 are given in Table 2 . Thus, comparing
configurations amounts to comparing vectors of symbolic weights attached to configurations, and the use of the chain rule
is just one way of comparing such vectors, among other ones as discussed in the next section. However, note that symbolic
weights attached to a variable depend on the instantiations of its parents.
3. On various ways of ordering configurations induced by conditional preference networks
In the previous section, we have shown how to encode the preference specifications in a possibilistic network format and
we have defined a partial ordering on configurations based on comparing expressions involving symbolic weights combined
with operation . In contrast we may also compare vectors of symbolic weights representing the local satisfaction of the
conditional tables for configurations. In this section we will first compare the partial order relations based on product and
minimum defined above, and then classical vector comparison techniques such as Pareto and symmetric Pareto orderings
with the purpose to use them to generate a meaningful ordering over configurations.
3.1. Ordering relations for symbolic vectors
A symbolic vector on [0, 1] is of the form α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) . Viewed as vectors of ratings of configurations a 1 . . . a n , the
range of each component αi = π (a i | p(A i ) is either the open interval (0, 1), or reduces to {1} (if π (a i | p(A i ) = 1 ). In other
words, the vector contains1’s and/or symbols standing for unknown positive values strictly less than 1.
Definition 6. Ordering relations between symbolic vectors α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) and β = (β1 , . . . , βn ) based on an operation ,
that can be the minimum or the product, are defined as follows:
• α≻β iff n i =1 αi > 
n 
i =1 βi
• αºβ iff n i =1 αi ≥ 
n 
i =1 βi
• α ∼β iff αºβ and βºα
• α ±β iff neither αºβ nor βºα hold.
When  = min (resp. product), we write α≻min β (resp. α≻prod β), and so on for the other relations.
In this definition, α≻β really means that the inequality n i =1 a i > 
n 
j=1 b j holds for any choice of numerical values a i
and b j 
1 in the respective ranges of αi and β i , and likewise for αºβ using a weak inequality. Actually we can drop the
terms αi and β j whose ranges are {1}. Note that the relation α≻β is then more demanding than the one defined by
“αºβ and not βºα”, since in the former we request a strict inequality for all instantiations by numerical values. The
latter only requires αºβ and ∃ a i , b j : i : αi 6 =1 a i >  j: βi 6 =1 b j . Finally, α ±β stands for ∃ a i , b j , a 
′ 
i , b 
′
i i : αi 6 =1 
a i >  j: βi 6 =1 
b j and
i : αi 6 =1 
a ′
i
<  j: βi 6 =1 
b 
′ 
j .
We also consider the following classical relations, expressed in the symbolic case:
Definition 7 (Pareto) .
• αºP β iff ∀ k ,αk ≥βk .
• α≻P β iff αºP β and ∃ k ,αk >βk .
• α ∼ P β iff α = β.
Note that with the type of symbolic vectors that we use, αk ≥βk may hold only if either αk = 1 , or αk = βk , or
1 > αk > βk in the same conditional preference table, and αk > βk may hold only if either αk = 1 , βk 6 = 1 , or 1 > αk > βk .
Definition 8 (Symmetric Pareto) . αºSP β iff there exists a permutation σ of the components of α, yielding a vector ασ , such
that ασ ºP β.
Similar definitions can be written for α≻SP β, α ∼ SP β. In the numerical setting it is easy to see that α≻P β implies α≻SP β,
which in turn implies α≻prod β. Besides, αºP β implies αºSP β which implies both αºprod β and αºmin β. But α≻SP β only
implies αºmin β: for instance, (0.3, 0.8) ≻SP (0.7, 0.3), while min (0 . 3 , 0 . 8) = min (0 . 7 , 0 . 3) . Things change when we consider
vectors of symbolic weights.
3.2. Comparison of product-based and min-based orderings in the symbolic setting
In the following, we present the possible relations between the product-based and the minimum-based orderings in the
particular case where the constraints known between the symbolic weights only pertain to the expression of conditional
preferences, as allowed by Definition 4 . Thus, a constraint of this kind may only compare weights pertaining to the same
component in the vectors, and we have C 1 = ∅ . Namely, weights located in different components of a vector are assumed
to be incomparable. Under this assumption, Pareto ordering and symmetric Pareto yield the same ordering. Indeed, for two
vectors α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) and β = (β1 , . . . , βn ) encoding the symboling ratings of configurations, each symbolic weight αi 6 = 1
of α can only be compared to the symbolic weight β i 6 = 1 of β. Thus, there is no need to permute components as the result
would definitely be incomparable with another component weight since C 1 = ∅ .
In the following, we denote by prod ( α) the product
∏ n 
i =1 αi . Then, it can be shown that in this situation, the following
equivalences hold:
Proposition 1. The following equivalences hold when C 1 = ∅ :
• α≻prod β⇔ α≻P β.
• α ∼prod β ⇔ α = β
• αºprod β⇔ αºP β
Proof : α≻prod β requires that each instantiation of prod ( α) be at least as great as each instantiation of prod ( α). As by
assumption, symbols of the form αi and β j are not comparable for i 6 = j , unless one of them is equal to 1, the only way to
have α≻prod β is to have a constraint of the form αi > β i (possibly αi = 1 ) for some i ’s and α j = β j for the other components.
Hence α≻P β. The other cases follow using the same approach. ¤
We now compare the different orderings induced by the use of product or minimum, depending on the chain rule applied
to the possibilistic network. The product of symbolic vectors often has a discriminating power greater than the one of the
minimum operator, in the sense that αβ < α, while we only have min ( α, β) ≤α. However, with instantiated numerical
values, both product and minimum lead to total orders that may also contradict each other: for instance 0.1 ×0.9 > 0.2 ×0.2,
while with the min we get min (0.1, 0.9) < min (0.2, 0.2). The following example illustrates the difference between the partial
orders obtained with product and minimum in case of symbolic weights.
Example 3. Let us consider the possibilistic preference network of Example 2 . Using the chain rule, we obtain the sym- 
bolic vectors presented in Table 2 , and the following symbolic joint possibility distribution: π ( j b p b s b ) = 1 , π ( j b p b s r ) = δ1 ,
π ( j b p b s w ) = δ2 , π ( j b p w s b ) = β  θ1 , π ( j b p w s r ) = β  θ2 , π ( j b p w s w ) = β, π ( j r p b s b ) = α  λ1 , π ( j r p b s r ) = α, π ( j r p b s w ) =
α  λ2 , π ( j r p w s b ) = π ( j r p w s r ) = π ( j r p w s w ) = α  β . The product-based induced ordering based on inequality constraints
in C 0 is represented by Fig. 2 . For instance, j b p b s r ≻prod j b p b s w because δ1 > δ2 is in C 0 and j b p w s w ≻prod j r p w s w because
β > αβ . Now, if we use the min-based chain rule, we will not be able to get as many strict preferences as long as no
1 Not to be confused with instantiations a i of decision variables A i , etc.
Fig. 2. Possibilistic product-based order relative to Example 3 . 
Fig. 3. Possibilistic minimum-based order relative to Example 3 . 
other constraint is added. In fact, the only strict ordering information we can get at that stage is that j b p b s b ≻min j b p b s r ≻min
j b p b s w ; j b p b s b ≻min j b p w s w ; and j b p b s b ≻min j r p b s b . But, for the rest, we only get weak inequalities such as j r p w s b ¹min j b p w s w ,
since πmin ( j r p w s b ) = min (α, β) ≤ πmin ( j b p w s w ) = β (dotted arrows on Fig. 3 depicts this min-based ordering).
The following results can be observed [10] :
Proposition 2. When C 1 = ∅ , α∼ prod β⇔ α∼min β.
Indeed, α∼ prod β if and only if α = β due to its coincidence with Pareto ordering and then α∼min β. Conversely, suppose
α∼min β, i.e., min αi = min βi . Suppose αi 6 = β i for some i . Then either αi = 1 and it is easy to let min β i as small as possible,
fixing the values of other αj ’s and setting β i to a very small value b i , i.e., min a i > min b i . We can do something similar if
αi > β i . As the weights are not comparable across components of vectors ( C 1 = ∅ ), except for weights 1 that do not affect
minimum nor product, we conclude that α and β contain the same weights in each component.
Proposition 3. When C 1 = ∅ : α± prod β ⇔ α±min β.
Proof. Indeed, α± prod β indicates that the vector α contains symbolic values that are not comparable to symbolic values
in β. In that case, α±min β as well. Conversely, note that no symbolic weight in α will be absorbed with the minimum
operation since weights appearing in α (resp. β) are pairwise incomparable. So, in our situation where C 1 = ∅ , α±min β
holds in the same cases as when α± prod β holds. ¤
Example 4. Many cases of incomparability can be identified on Example 2 and the min-based (resp. product-based) ordering
presented by Fig. 3 (resp. Fig. 2 ). For instance, we have j r p b s r ±prod j b p w s w (resp. j r p b s r ±min j b p w s w ).
Moreover, using symbolic weights, product and minimum provide consistent orderings, in contrast with the numerical
setting, in the sense that:
Proposition 4. When C 1 = ∅ , α≻prod β ⇔ αºmin β and α 6 = β.
Proof. It is obvious that α≻prod β implies α 6 = β. That it implies αºmin β comes from the equivalence between Pareto and
product orderings when C 1 = ∅ . Conversely since C 1 = ∅ , the only possibility to get αºmin β is that ∀ i , αi ≥β i since the
weights are not comparable across components of vectors (e.g. αi is not comparable to β j for i 6 = j ). As α 6 = β, there must
exist i such that αi > β i , and for the other components, either αk > βk or αk = βk . Hence, α≻prod β. ¤
As a consequence, the strict preference graph of ≻prod will be the same as the weak preference graph of ≻min , as patent
when comparing Figs. 2 and 3 for Example 2 . And we can see that αºmin β ⇒ αºprod β.
Proposition 5. When C 1 = ∅ , α≻min β ⇒ α≻prod β.
Proof. This is because α≻min β if and only if ∀ i such that β i 6 = 1, αi > β i . Indeed suppose αi ≤β i for some i . Then we can
always set both αi and β i to the same value as close to 0 and possible so as to make α≻min β fail. ¤
For instance, all solid arrows in Fig. 3 also appear in Fig. 2 for Example 2 . This indicates that ≻min is a strong form of
Pareto ordering. Thus, the product ordering is a refinement of the minimum-based ordering in the symbolic case.
3.3. Constraints across components of symbolic vectors
As already mentioned, constraints between symbolic weights, beside those induced from the preference specification,
can be added when available. In the following we will study the relations between the different ordering relations in the
presence of such constraints. It has been shown above that, when there is no constraint between symbolic weights in the
vectors, the ordering induced by the product-based chain rule corresponds exactly to the Pareto ordering. This result actually
holds replacing Pareto by Symmetric Pareto in the presence of inequality constraints between symbolic weights .
Proposition 6. Given any set of constraints C of the form αi ≥β j or αi > β j between symbolic weights, it holds that α≻SP β iff
α≻prod β and αºSP β iff αºprod β.
The proof of this result is not trivial and can be found in [10] . It appears in the appendix for the sake of self- 
containedness.
Let us compare the minimum based-ordering and the product-based ordering (equivalently, SP). It is clear that we have
as a corollary of the previous result:
Proposition 7. α∼ prod β ⇒ α∼min β.
Proof. α∼ prod β iff α∼ SP β, i.e., α ∼P α
′ 
σ for some permutation σ . Thus, ∀ i, αi = βiσ , where i ∈ { 1 , . . . , n } . Therefore,
min (β1 , . . . , βn ) = min (α1 , . . . , αn ) . ¤
The last proposition shows that the strict min-based ordering can solve some incomparability cases for the Symmetric
Pareto ordering. Indeed:
Proposition 8. If α≻min β we may either have α± SP β or α≻SP β.
Proof. From Proposition 7 , if α∼ SP β then α∼min β. Moreover, if α≺SP β then by definition, ∀ i , αi ≤βσ ( i ) , thus it
follows that min (α1 , . . . , αn , βi , . . . , βn ) = min (α1 , . . . , αn ) , this proves that we cannot have α≻min β in this case.
Proposition 8 follows. ¤
It is important to notice that, in general, symmetric Pareto dominance (hence the product ordering) in the wide sense
does not refine the minimum ordering, since the former may yield incomparability in some cases when minimum succeeds
in comparing.
The extreme case is when assuming a total preorder between all symbolic weights. In that case, minimum ordering is
total. However, in the presence of such rich constraints, symmetric Pareto ordering (i.e., product) with symbolic weights
may still lead to incomparability. Indeed, the only case, where symmetric Pareto leads to a total ordering is when there are
enough constraints between subsets of symbolic weights (corresponding to the comparison of subproducts).
3.4. Application to best solution and dominance queries in π-pref nets
In a preference model, two types of queries are commonly used: namely, optimization queries for finding the optimal
configuration(s) (i.e., those which are not dominated by others) and dominance queries for comparing configurations.
Optimization. Since π-pref nets allow the user to express indifference, the optimization query may return more than one
configuration. Clearly, the best configurations are those having a joint possibility degree equal to 1. Indeed, such a config- 
uration always exists since the joint possibility distribution associated to the possibilistic network is normalized, thanks to
the normalization of each conditional possibility table (indeed, for each variable A i , for each instantiation p ( A i ) of P(A i ) ,
we have: max (π (a i | p(A i )) , π (¬ a i | p(A i ))) = 1 where {¬ a i } = D A i / { a i } with a i ∈ D A i ). Thus, we can always find an optimal
configuration, starting from the root nodes where we choose each time the most or one of the most preferred value(s) (i.e.,
with possibility equal to 1). Then, depending on the parents instantiation, each time we again choose an alternative with
a conditional possibility equal to 1. At the end of the procedure, we get one or several completely instantiated configura- 
tions having a possibility equal to 1. Consequently, partial preference orders with incomparable maximal elements cannot
be represented by a π-pref net.
Example 5. Let us reconsider Example 2 and its product-based joint possibility degree depicted by Fig. 2 . Then, j b p b s b is the
preferred configuration since its joint possibility is equal to 1, and this is the only one.
This procedure is linear in the size of the network (using a forward sweep algorithm). A possible variant of the optimiza- 
tion problem is to compute the M most possible configurations using a variant of the Most Probable Explanation algorithm
in [17] . This query can be interesting in π-pref nets even if the answer is not always obvious to obtain in presence of
incomparable configurations.
Algorithm 1: Comparison between two joint symbolic possibility vectors.
Data : α, β, C
Result : R
1 begin 
2 equality (α, β, C) ;
3 if ( empty (α) and empty (β) ) then R ← α = β;
4 else s ← sort(α, β, C) ;
5 if s = true then R ← α ≻ β;
6 else s ← sort(β, α, C) ;
7 if s = true then R ← β ≻ α;
8 else R ← α± β;
9 return R
Dominance. The comparison between symbolic possibility degrees can be found using Algorithm 1 that takes as input a
set of constraints C between symbolic weights and two rating vectors. Let us consider two configurations ω and ω ′ with
simplified respective simplified vectors α∗ = (α1 , . . . , αk ) and β
∗ = (β1 , . . . , βm ) where the components equal to 1 have been
deleted, with k ≤m ≤n . Then, the algorithm proceeds by first deleting all pairs of equal components, one in each vector, so to
get totally different sets of components in each vector. Second, it checks if there exists an injective function ϕ : { 1 , . . . , k } →
{ 1 , . . . , m } such that ∀ i = 1 , . . . , k, αi ≥ βϕ(i ) and ∃ ℓ ∈ { 1 , . . . , k } , αℓ > βϕ(ℓ ) (otherwise they remain incomparable).
Thus the algorithm is based on the sequential application of:
(1) The function equality that deletes the common values between α and β.
(2) The function sort that returns true if an injection is found between α∗ and β∗ ensuring the above dominance condition.
(3) The function empty that tests if a vector of weights α is empty or not.
Example 6. Let us consider the π-pref net 5G of Example 2 . Using Algorithm 1 , the ordering between the configurations is
shown in Fig. 2 such that a link from ω to ω ′ means that ω is preferred to ω ′ . For instance, consider configuration j b p w s r
such that π ( j b p w s r ) = β · θ2 and configuration j r p w s r such that π ( j r p w s r ) = α · β . First, we should delete common values,
namely the symbolic weight β . Then, we should check if C entails α< θ2 or the converse. But here, α and θ2 are not
comparable. Thus, j b p w s r ±prod j r p w s r .
Clearly, for π-pref nets, the complexity is due to the comparison step in Algorithm 1 (since the computation of the
possibility degrees is a simple matter using the chain rule), and in particular to the sort function where the matching
between the two vectors needs the definition of different possible arrangements, i.e., the algorithm is of time complexity
O(n!).
4. Comparison of pi-pref nets with other graphical preference structures
We now compare π-pref nets with Conditional Preference networks (CP-nets) which deal with the same kind of con- 
ditional preference statements. Moreover we also discuss the OCF networks that are “semi-qualitative”. For the sake of
simplicity, we restrict to the case where the decision variables are Boolean.
4.1. CP-nets
CP-nets, initially introduced in [6,18] , are considered as an efficient model to manage qualitative preferences. They are
based on a preferential independence property often referred to as a ceteris paribus assumption such that a partial configu- 
ration is preferred to another one, everything else being equal. Formally, it is defined as follows:
Definition 9 (Preferential independence) . Let V be a set of variables and W be a subset of V . W is said to be preferentially
independent from its complement Z = V \ W iff for any instantiations, z , z ′ of variables in Z, and w, w ′ of variables in W,
it holds that (w, z) ≻ (w ′ , z) ⇔ (w, z ′ ) ≻ (w ′ , z ′ ) .
Preferential independence is asymmetric. Indeed, it might happen, e.g., for disjoint sets X , Y and Z of variables that
X is preferentially independent ( Definition 9 ) from Y given Z without having Y preferentially independent from X . This
independence is at a work in the graphical structure underlying CP-nets.
Definition 10 (CP-nets) . A CP-net is a preference network in the sense of Definition 3 where preference statements are
interpreted by means of the ceteris paribus assumption, namely, the preference pertaining to each decision variable A i at
each node only depends on the parent(s) context p ( A i ), and is preferentially independent from the rest of variables.
Using the information in the CP-Tables and applying the ceteris paribus principle, we only obtain preferences between
configurations differing by one flip, i.e., obtained by changing the value of a single variable. Indeed, when flipping a value of
Fig. 4. Preference network for Example 7 . 
Fig. 5. Worsening flip graph for the CP-net of Fig. 4 up to transitive closure. 
one variable in a configuration, one obtains either an improved configuration (improving flip), or a worse one (worsening
flip). These pairs of configurations differing by one flip can be organized into a collection of worsening (directed) paths with
a unique root corresponding to the best configuration and where the other path extremities are the worst ones. A CP-net is
said to be satisfiable if there exists at least one partial order of configurations that satisfies it. Note that every acyclic CP-net
is satisfiable.
Example 7. Consider a preference specification about a holiday house in terms of four decision variables V = { T , S, P, C}
standing for type, size, place and car park respectively, with values T ∈ { flat ( t 1 ), house ( t 2 )}, S ∈ { big ( s 1 ), small ( s 2 )}, P ∈
{ downtown (p 1 ) , outskirt (p 2 ) } and C ∈ { car ( c 1 ), nocar ( c 2 )}. Preference on T is unconditional, while all the other prefer- 
ences are conditional as follows: t 1 ≻t 2 , t 1 : p 1 ≻p 2 , t 2 : p 2 ≻p 1 , p 1 : c 1 ≻c 2 , p 2 : c 2 ≻c 1 , t 1 : s 2 ≻s 1 , t 2 : s 1 ≻s 2 . Fig. 4 represents the
corresponding CP-net, and its induced worsening flip graph is on Fig. 5 .
Acyclic CP-nets have a unique optimal configuration. Finding it amounts to looking for a configuration where all the
conditional preferences are best satisfied. It can be done by a simple forward sweeping procedure where, for each node,
we assign the most preferred value according to the parents context. For acyclic CP-nets, this procedure is linear w.r.t. the
number of variables [6] . In contrast, for cyclic ones answering this query needs an NP-hard algorithm and may lead to more
than one optimal configuration [19] . Dominance queries are more complex. A configuration is preferred to another if there
exists a chain (directed path) of worsening flips between them [18] . Note that if for any variable A i ∈ V , A i is preferentially
independent from V A i , then the CP-net graph is disconnected and many configurations cannot be compared. The complexity
of dominance testing depends on the CP-net structure. Indeed for the case of acyclic CP-nets, Boutilier et al. [6] show that (i)
in directed tree CP-nets, the complexity is quadratic in the number of variables, (ii) in polytree CP-nets, it is polynomial in
the size of the CP-net description (variables and preference table sizes), (iii) in singly connected CP-nets, it is NP-complete.
In multiply connected CP-nets, the problem is in NP or harder (it remains an open problem until now). For general CP-nets
(allowing cycles) the problem is PSPACE-complete [19] .
In general, the ordering induced by a CP-net is strict and partial, since several configurations may remain incomparable
(i.e., no worsening flips chain exists between them). Clearly, acyclic CP-nets cannot exhibit any ties. The ceteris paribus as- 
Fig. 6. Configuration graph of Ex. 7. Thin arrows reflect ≻prod , dotted arrows compare sets S(ω) , and bold arrows reflect additional ceteris paribus compar- 
isons, also in bold on Fig. 5 . 
sumption simplifies preference elicitation for CP-nets; the elicitation complexity is equal to O ( n k ) such that n is the number
of nodes and k is the maximal number of parents [20] .
However, in CP-nets, preference expressed in a parent node tends to be more important than the one expressed in a child
one [21] . In other words, violating a preference associated with a father node is more important than violating a preference
associated with a child one; this priority implicitly given by the application of ceteris paribus assumption may be debatable.
For instance, in the CP-net of Fig. 4 , configuration t 1 p 1 c 2 s 1 is preferred to configuration t 2 p 2 c 2 s 2 because there is a sequence
of worsening flips from the former to the latter, as seen in the graph of Fig. 5 . Moreover, this kind of priority is not transitive
in the sense that CP-nets cannot always decide whether violating preferences of two children nodes is preferred to violating
preferences associated with one child and one grandson node respectively (which might have been expected as being less
damaging than violating two children preferences) [22] . This limitation is problematic. Generally, there are partial preference
orderings that CP-nets cannot express, see [9] for a counterexample.
The expressive power of CP-nets is limited. In particular, we are unable to specify importance relations between variables,
beside those implicitly imposed between parents and children. Tradeoffs-enhanced CP-nets (TCP-nets) [23] are an extension
of CP-nets that adds a notion of importance between the variables by enriching the network with new arcs. TCP-nets obey
the preference statements induced by ceteris paribus assumption, since the ordering obtained is a refinement of the CP-nets
ordering. In fact, the refinement brought by TCP-nets cannot override the implicit priority in favor of parents nodes.
4.2. π-pref nets vs. CP-nets
In this section, we show that the configuration graph of any CP-net can be refined using a π-pref net without local
indifference, based on the same preference network, provided some constraints on products of symbolic weights are added
to the π-pref net, in order to restore some ceteris paribus assumption-based priorities. Precisely, the added constraints reflect
the higher importance of father nodes with respect to their children.
The preferences expressed by the CP-nets can be represented by a π-pref net sharing the same graphical structure and
where the conditional possibility distributions encode the local preferences.
Example 8. Consider the preference network of Fig. 4 . Encoded as a possibilistic network it reads: π (t 1 ) = 1 , π (t 2 ) = α,
π (p 1 | t 1 ) = π (p 2 | t 2 ) = 1 , π (p 2 | t 1 ) = β1 , π (p 1 | t 2 ) = β2 , π (s 1 | t 1 ) = γ1 , π (s 2 | t 2 ) = γ2 , π (s 2 | t 1 ) = π (s 1 | t 2 ) = 1 , π (c 1 | p 1 ) =
π (c 2 | p 2 ) = 1 , π (c 2 | p 1 ) = δ1 and π (c 1 | p 2 ) = δ2 . Applying the product-based chain rule, we can compute the joint possi- 
bility distribution relative to T, P, C and S. Thin arrows in Fig. 6 represent the configuration graph induced from this joint
possibility distribution, and bold arrows reflect additional ceteris paribus comparisons for the corresponding CP-nets. Clearly,
the configuration t 1 p 1 c 1 s 2 is the root (since it is the unique one with degree π (t 1 p 1 c 1 s 2 ) = 1 ).
Given the ordinal nature of preference tables of CP-nets, and the fact that we restrict to Boolean variables, it also makes
sense to characterize the quality of ω using the set S(ω) = { A i : αi = 1 } of satisfied preference statements (one per variable),
where α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) . It is then clear that the Pareto ordering between configurations induced by the preference tables is
refined by comparing these satisfaction sets:
α ≻prod β ⇒ S(ω 
′ ) ⊂ S(ω) (2)
since the only case when αi > β i is when αi = 1 if variables are Boolean and ≻prod precisely coincides with the Pareto
ordering, after Proposition 1 .
Example 9. To see that this inclusion-based ordering is stronger than the π-pref net ordering, consider Fig. 6 where
π (t 1 p 2 c 1 s 2 ) = β1 δ2 with S(t 1 p 2 c 1 s 2 ) = { T , S} and π (t 2 p 1 c 2 s 1 ) = αβ2 δ1 with S(t 2 p 1 c 2 s 1 ) = { S} . We do have that
S(t 1 p 2 c 1 s 2 ) ⊃ S(t 2 p 1 c 2 s 1 ) , but β1 δ2 is not comparable with αβ2 δ1 . Dotted and thin arrows of Fig. 6 represent the con- 
figuration graph induced by comparing sets S(ω)
The inclusion-based ordering S(ω ′ ) ⊂ S(ω) does not depend on the parent variables contexts, but only on the fact that
in the context of a configuration of its parents, a variable has a preferred value (we call “good”) or a less preferred value
(we call “bad”).
In the following, we assume that the components of vector α are linearly ordered in agreement with the partial ordering
of variables in the symbolic preference network, namely, if i < j then A i is not a descendent of A j in the preference net (i.e.,
topological ordering). For instance in the preference net of Fig. 4 , we can use the ordering ( T , P , C , S ).
Let us first prove that, in the configuration graphs induced by a CP-net and the corresponding π-pref net, there cannot
be any preference reversals between configurations. Let C(A ) denote the children set of A ∈ V .
Lemma 1. If ω ≻CP ω 
′ and these configurations differ by one flip of some variable A i , then the inclusion S(ω) ⊂ S(ω 
′ ) is not
possible.
Proof. Compare S(ω) and S(ω ′ ) . It is clear that A i 6∈ S(ω 
′ ) (otherwise the flip would not be improving) and S(ω) =
(S(ω ′ ) ∪ { A i } ∪ C 
+ 
− (A i )) \ C 
−
+ (A i ) , where C 
+ 
− (A i ) is the set of children variables that switch from a bad to a good value when
going from ω ′ to ω, and C −+ (A i ) is the set of children variables that switch from a good to a bad value when going from ω 
′
to ω. It is clear that it can never be the case that S(ω) ⊂ S(ω ′ ) , indeed A i is in S(ω) and not in S(ω 
′ ) by construction. But
S(ω ′ ) may contain variables not in S(ω) (those in C −+ (A i ) if not empty). ¤
In the following, given two configurations ω and ω ′ , let D ω ,ω 
′ 
the set of variables which bear different values in ω and
ω ′ .
Proposition 9. If ω ≻CP ω 
′ then S(ω ′ ) ⊂ S(ω) is not possible.
Proof. If ω ≻CP ω 
′ , then there is a chain of improving flips ω 0 = ω 
′ ≺CP ω 1 ≺CP · · · ≺CP ω k = ω. Applying the above Lemma 1 ,
S(ω i ) = (S(ω i −1 ) ∪ { V i −1 } ∪ C 
+ 
− (V i −1 )) \ (C 
−
+ (V i −1 ) for some variable V i −1 = A j . By the above Lemma 1 , we cannot have ω i ≺π
ω i −1 . Suppose we choose the chain of improving flips by flipping at each step a top variable A j in the preference net, among
the ones to be flipped, i.e., j = min { ℓ : A ℓ ∈ D ω i −1 ,ω } . It means that when following the chain of improving flips, the status
of each flipped variable will not be questioned by later flips, as no flipped variable will be a child of variables flipped later
on. So S(ω ′ ) will contain some variables not in S(ω) , so ω ≻prod ω 
′ is not possible. ¤
The previous results show that it is impossible to have a preference reversal between CP-net ordering and the inclusion
ordering, which implies that no preference reversal is possible between the CP-net ordering and the π-pref net ordering. It
suggests that we can try to add ceteris paribus constraints to a π-pref net and so as to capture the preferences expressed by
a CP-net. Define a preference relation ≻+ 
prod 
between configurations as follows
ω ≻+
prod 
ω ′ ⇐⇒ ω ≻prod ω 
′ or ω ≻CP ω 
′ .
As mentioned earlier, in CP-nets, parents preferences are more important that children ones. This property is not ensured by
π-pref nets where all violations are considered having the same importance. In the following, we lay bare local constraints
between products of symbolic weights, pertaining to each node and its children, that enable ceteris paribus assumption to
be simulated.
Let ω , ω ′ differ by one flip, and such that none of ω ≻prod ω 
′ , ω ′ ≻prod ω holds, and moreover, ω ≻CP ω 
′ . We must enforce the
condition π ( ω) > π ( ω ′ ). Suppose the flipping variable is A . Clearly, A ∈ S(ω) , but A 6∈ S(ω ′ ) . Let α be the possibility degree
of A when it takes the bad value in context p ( A ) (it is 1 when it takes the good value). When flipping A from a good to
a bad value, only the quality of the children variables C(A ) of A may change. C(A ) can be partitioned into at most 4 sets,
C −− (A ) (resp. C 
−
+ (A ) , C 
+ 
− (A ) , C 
+ 
+ (A ) ), which represents the set of children of A whose values remain bad (resp. change from
good to bad, from bad to good, and stay good) when flipping A . Then it can be easily checked that:
π (ω) = 1 ·
∏
C i ∈C 
+ 
− (A ) 
γi ·
∏
C j ∈C 
−
− (A ) 
γ j · β
π (ω ′ ) = α ·
∏
C k ∈C 
−
+ (A ) 
γk ·
∏
C j ∈C 
−
− (A ) 
γ j · β
where β is a product of symbols, pertaining to nodes other than A and its children, that remain unchanged by the flip of A .
Then the constraint π ( ω) > π ( ω ′ ) comes down to the inequality:∏
C i ∈C 
+ 
− (A ) 
γi > α ·
∏
C k ∈C 
−
+ (A ) 
γk (3)
where symbols appearing on one side do not appear on the other side. Such constraints are sufficient to retrieve the pref- 
erences of the CP-net. Note that the preferences ω ≻prod ω 
′ and ω ≻CP ω 
′ conjointly hold in both approaches whenever A has
no child node, and more generally whenever the down flip on A corresponds to no child variable moving from a bad to a
good state, i.e. C+ − (A ) = ∅ . Thus, adding constraints (3) to the π-pref net constraints, we get a refined configuration graph
that includes preferences induced by the CP-net.
Example 10. The π-pref net configuration graph of Fig. 6 must be completed using the constraints (3) for the five bold
arrows, corresponding to the ceteris paribus preferences not captured by the π-pref net, which come down to enforcing
α< β1 γ 1 , β1 < δ1 and β2 < δ2 . It turns out that we recover the CP-net ordering exactly. Especially, the dotted arrows (cor- 
responding to the inclusion relations S(ω ′ ) ⊃ S(ω) ) are obtained from the CP-net ordering by chains of worsening flips.
In the example, we exactly capture the preference graph of a CP-net using additional constraints between products of
symbolic weights. This observation and the above considerations thus encourage us to study whether π-pref nets without
constraints are refined by CP-nets, namely that the configuration graph of the former contains less strict preferences between
configurations than the one of the latter, so that adding the constraints (3) are enough to exactly simulate a CP-net by a
π-pref net with constraints. A sufficient condition would be that S(ω) ⊂ S(ω ′ ) implies ω ′ ≻CP ω. Note that if it were not
the case, it would mean that CP-nets do not respect Pareto-ordering, which would cast a doubt on the rational nature of
CP-nets. However, providing a formal proof looks tricky. This is a topic for further research.
4.3. π-pref nets vs. OCF-nets
Ordinal Conditional Functions (OCF) [24] are an uncertainty representation framework very close to possibility theory
[25] that have been recently used for preference modeling [8] . They are functions κ : Ä→ N such that κ(ω) = 0 for some
configuration ω, which means, in the preference setting that ω is fully acceptable, while the greater κ( ω), the less satisfac- 
tory it is. Besides it is assumed that κ(U ∪ V ) = min (κ(U) , κ(V )) .
OCF-nets are like numerical possibilistic networks, except that they obey an additive chain rule of the form:
κ(ω) =
n ∑
i =1 
κ(A i | p(A i )) (4)
In [26] , it was pointed out that the set-function πκ (A i ) = 2 
−κ(A i ) is a possibility measure. The converse holds to some
extent insofar as if π (A i ) = α, the values κ(A i ) = − log 2 (α) are integer rank weights. In fact in the symbolic setting, we
can indifferently use π-pref nets and OCF-nets, since the product of variables on [0, 1] where 1 indicates full satisfaction,
behaves exactly like the sum of variables on the positive integers, where 0 indicates full satisfaction.
Eichhorn et al. [8] proved that numerical OCF-nets can refine CP-net orderings. Precisely, OCF-nets will lead always to
total orderings that are compatible with CP-nets. To do so they use a set of particular constraints to be imposed on their
integer weights, which basically correspond to our constraints (3) , albeit between numerical values. In contrast the use of
symbolic weights in our approach preserves the partiality of the ordering, thus enabling the CP-net configuration graph to
be exactly recovered. Moreover the use of symbolic weights does not commit us to the choice of particular numerical values.
4.4. π-pref nets vs. CP-theories
π-pref nets can also be compared with so-called CP-theories [27] . The latter interpret conditional preference statements
assuming they hold irrespectively of the values of other variables. It means that any configuration ω where A takes a pre- 
ferred value a + , according to a preference statement in the context p ( A ), is preferred to any ω ′ where A takes a less preferred
value a −, in the same context p ( A ). This constraint reads
min
ω : ω [ P(A ) ∪{ A } ]= p(A ) a + 
π (ω) > max
ω : ω [ P(A ) ∪{ A } ]= p(A ) a −
π (ω) .
In terms of possibility functions, it reads 1(p(A ) ∧ a + ) > 5(p(A ) ∧ a −) , where 1(F ) = min ω∈ F π (ω) [28] . In [27] are
studied hybrid nets where some variables are handled using the ceteris paribus assumption, while the preference holds
irrespectively of other variables. In π-pref nets preference statements are interpreted by π (a + | p(A )) > π (a −| p(A )) which
is provably equivalent to 5(p(A ) ∧ a + ) > 5(p(A ) ∧ a −) , i.e., comparing best configurations. It is clear that if ω ≻CP ω 
′ holds,
then ω ≻ω ′ holds in a CP-theory, where conditional preference holds irrespectively of other variables, because the CP-theory
generates more preference constraints between configurations, including the ones induced by the ceteris paribus assumption.
Constraints induced by CP theories can thus be captured in π-pref nets by adding more constraints between products of
symbolic weights.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents an approach to preference modeling based on joint possibility distributions obtained from a con- 
ditional preference network, albeit without using numerical possibility values to represent preference intensity. We have
used uninstantiated symbols taking values on the unit interval and constraints between them to describe local relative
preferences. Then we compute the product thereof to assign symbolic possibility values to complete configurations (solu- 
tions) using the product chain rule of possibilistic networks. The preference graph between configurations is then obtained
by comparing composite symbolic possibility values. We have shown the connections existing between π-pref nets and
CP-nets, showing that while π-pref nets capture the Pareto ordering between configurations described by vectors of local
satisfaction degrees, the ceteris paribus assumption of CP-nets can be modeled by adding new constraints between products
of symbols appearing in the π-pref net preference tables. In some sense, π-pref nets are a more flexible approach to pref- 
erence modeling than CP-nets. In particular π-pref nets can express conditional indifference as well (as, e.g., in Example 1 ).
Besides, as possibilistic networks, their contents can be put equivalently under a logical form [12] . Lastly, we have laid bare
the question of determining whether the CP-net preference ordering always refines the one induced by π-pref nets, which
remains an open problem.
Appendix. Proof of Proposition 6 
We proceed in several steps. First recall that the implications: α≻SP β implies α≻prod β and αºSP β implies αºprod β are
obvious since the product is symmetric and monotonically increasing.
For the converse, we must basically show that if α is SP-incomparable with β then they are also incomparable wrt the
product ordering. We use several lemmas.
Lemma 2. If Proposition 6 holds for a set of constraints C, it holds a fortiori for any subset of constraints in C.
Indeed taking away constraints from C yields more freedom in the choice of values for the coefficients in order to ensure
the incomparability of the symbolic product expressions associated to each vector. As a consequence of this lemma, the
result should be established with the maximal amount of constraints, namely assuming a (non-trivial) complete pre-ordering
of the symbolic coefficients appearing in the two vectors.
Lemma 3 ( [29] ) . Consider two symbolic vectors α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) such that C enforces α1 ≤ · · · ≤ αn and β = (β1 , . . . , βn ) ,
where the symbols are totally ordered in the sense of a complete preordering. Let τ be a permutation of the components of
β such that βτ (1) ≤ · · · ≤ βτ (n ) and βτ the corresponding reordered vector. Then α≻SP β if and only if α≻P βτ .
In the totally ordered setting it gives a constructive way of expressing the SP-ordering as applying the Pareto ordering to
the increasingly reordered vectors.
Without loss of generality, due to Lemma 3 , we can assume that vectors are increasingly ordered. Now we can try to
prove that if α and β are SP-incomparable then they are so for product. If they are SP-incomparable then there are i 6 = j such
that αi > β i and αj < β j . The most constrained case is when there is one constraint of the form αi > β i , while all the other
ones are of the form αj < β j . In that case 
∏ 
j 6= i β j > 
∏ 
j 6= i αj and denoting by α−i the vector α deprived of component i , we
also have α−i ≻SP β−i .
Let us show that this strong prerequisite does not enforce an inequality between
∏n 
j=1 βi and
∏n 
j=1 α j . First, if αi and
β j are very close, then
∏n 
j=1 β j >
∏n
j=1 α j . Now, for the reversed inequality, replace αj by α1 for j < i , and by αi for j > i , β j
by β i for j < i and by βr for j > i . The inequality (α1 ) 
i −1 · (αi ) 
n −i +1 > (βi ) 
i · (βr ) n −i is more demanding than the inequality∏ n 
j=1 α j >
∏ n
j=1 β j . Let us show we can satisfy the former because αi > β i , even if α1 < αi , β i < βn . To see it, we can write
α1 = αi /p and βr = qβi with p , q > 1. It is easy to see that the inequality now writes 
αi
βi 
> p 
i −1 
n q 
n −i 
n > 1 . It is clear that we
can set p , q > 1 and find αi > β i ∈ [0, 1] that verifies this inequality.
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